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        Moon Phases  

May 1 — Last Quarter 

May 7 — New Moon 

May 15 — First Quarter 

May 23 — Full Moon 

May 30 — Last Quarter 

June 6 — New Moon 

June 14 — First Quarter  

June 21 — Full Moon 

 

Stay in touch with us 

http://www.auburnastro.org 

https://www.facebook.com/

groups/79864233515/ 

News and upcoming activities 

 

 

 

 

Without question the big astronomical event of 2024 was the total solar eclipse on 

April 8th. Although we were far removed from the path of totality, we still enjoyed 

seeing approximately 80% or so of the Sun’s disc obscured by the Moon. Although 

the weather conditions varied by location, most of us had a fairly decent view of 

the event. The AAS participated in two events in our area. First, we aided the W.A. 

Gayle Planetarium in Montgomery with public eclipse viewing. Club president Al-

len Screws manned the club’s solar telescope and assisted others in viewing the 

eclipse. Up in Alexander City, AL, AAS member Mike Lewis had an impressive array 

of solar-equipped scopes set up on the campus of Central Alabama Community 

College (CACC) to give students and the public views of the eclipse. Check out 

more photos of these two events on the following pages. 

Above—AAS member John Wingard captured the 

partial eclipse from Columbus, GA. 

Above— AAS President Allen Screws at 

the club’s Coronado solar scope at the 

Gayle Planetarium in Montgomery. 

At Right— Eclipse viewing on the CACC 

campus in Alexander City, Al arranged 

by AAS member Mike Lewis. 

http://www.auburnastro.org
https://www.facebook.com/groups/79864233515/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/79864233515/
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Additional photos taken during the eclipse viewing event on the campus of Central Alabama Community College (CACC) in Alexan-

der City, AL. Thanks to AAS member Mike Lewis for arranging the event and bringing an array of solar-equipped scopes! 
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Additional photos taken during the public eclipse viewing event at the W.A. Gayle Planetarium in Montgomery, AL.  
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The AAS would like to welcome a new member to our group! Richard Foucher has 

recently joined and lives in Columbus, GA. Welcome aboard Richard! 
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This article is distributed by NASA’s Night Sky Network (NSN). 

The NSN program supports astronomy clubs across the USA dedicated to astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov to find local 
clubs, events, and more! 

 

May’s Night Sky Notes: Stargazing for Beginners 
By Kat Troche 

Millions were able to experience the solar eclipse on April 8, 2024, inspiring folks to become amateur astronomers – hooray! 
Now that you’ve been ‘bitten by the bug’, and you’ve decided to join your local astronomy club, here are some stargazing 
tips! 

 

The Bortle Scale 
Before you can stargaze, you’ll want to find a site with dark skies. It’s helpful learn what your Bortle scale is. But what is the 
Bortle scale? The Bortle scale is a numeric scale from 1-9, with 1 being darkest and 9 being extremely light polluted; that 
rates your night sky’s darkness. For example, New York City would be a Bortle 9, whereas Cherry Springs State Park in Penn-
sylvania is a Bortle 2. 

 

 
The Bortle scale helps amateur astronomers and stargazers to know how much light pollution is in the sky where they observe. Credit: 

International Dark Sky Association 
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Determining the Bortle scale of your night sky will help narrow down what you can expect to see after sunset. Of course, oth-
er factors such as weather (clouds namely) will impact seeing conditions, so plan ahead. Find Bortle ratings near you here: 
www.lightpollutionmap.info  

 

No Equipment? No Problem! 
There’s plenty to see with your eyes alone. Get familiar with the night sky by studying star maps in books, or with a plani-
sphere. These are great to begin identifying the overall shapes of constellations, and what is visible during various months. 

  

 
A full view of the northern hemisphere night sky in mid-May. Credit: Stellarium Web. 

 

Interactive sky maps, such as Stellarium Web, work well with mobile and desktop browsers, and are also great for learning 
the constellations in your hemisphere. There are also several astronomy apps on the market today that work with the GPS of 
your smartphone to give an accurate map of the night sky.  

Keep track of Moon phases. Both the interactive sky maps and apps will also let you know when planets and our Moon are 
out! This is especially important because if you are trying to look for bright deep sky objects, like the Andromeda Galaxy or 
the Perseus Double Cluster, you want to avoid the Moon as much as possible. Moonlight in a dark sky area will be as bright 
as a streetlight, so plan accordingly! And if the Moon is out, check out this Skywatcher’s Guide to the Moon: bit.ly/
MoonHandout  
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